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Purchase. Installed February now in use 2 years, 2 months. Working perfectly. Although it looks
a bit different from the existing original Toyota starter, the TYC is a direct bolt in--zero
modifications needed, connects to factory wiring harness--no wiring hassles. Installed it myself.
Good price and since I often buy mail-order, no need to box up and pay shipping to return the
replaced starter to claim the core charge. My 03 Corolla starter motor was hanging up and
starting to rotate slower as time went on even with a good battery. The original starter lasted 14
years but it was time to replace it. So I bought this starter. Shipped fast and was impressed with
its look. It's printed brand new. Anyway besides from cutting up my arms getting to the bolts
which wasn't that bad, it was an easy swap, maybe, 45 minutes. Bolted in easy and all
connections fit perfect. Started up and spun much faster then old starter. Very happy with entire
project at a good price. There are good videos on the tube to show bolt locations, sizes and
best way to take them out. That's all. Followed advice on YouTube videos for a quick and easy
install. The only trouble I had was removing the wiring harness on the old unit. I broke the
fixture on the old starter while detaching, but that didn't matter as the old was going to be
scrappped anyway. To do it right you need to use a flat screwdriver from the bottom. In putting
the new one on I screwed in the bottom bolt first, leaving a half inch for adjustment. The top bolt
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starter I purchased from a big chain auto parts store took a dump on me after only a few
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locating the 2nd of 2 mounting bolts and getting the fan and starter plug clips to separate - be
careful not to break the 2 plugs; 1 on the starter and 1 on the fan. Some people say to not
remove the fan but it was very easy to do an really opens up the area to get access to the starter
although the 2nd bolt closest to the battery was in a weird spot. The starter is not
re-manufactured but is totally new. This is a real plus because many times I have replaced
starters and alternators in the past with re-manufactured ones that then failed again within
months. All in all I'm really pleased with the new starter and like the fact that it comes with a
spec sheet that shows the results of an actual powered test prior to shipment. I did not receive a
discount or any compensation for this review and I highly recommend this product if you are in
need of a new starter. What an Odyssey! Part comes as advertised! Nicely built, Clean n shinny!
Moisture plug was not attached on mine! Going to have to, pull It out, to put that in It was my
first starter install, on my disabled, "No Start vehicle", it was a Panic buy! Price was fair for new!
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mid-May, and was able to save a lot of money. My car starts up right away with this product.
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you. I completed their online form and got no response from them. I think if the manufacturer
had got back to me they would ask if I was a technician. Many of us making purchasers like this
our DIY persons. One does not have to be a rocket scientist or technician to install a starter
motor on a Toyota. Frankly, it was a disappointing experience and therefore do not recommend
this product due to their poor customer service, quality of product and their warranty. I think it's
decently made. Installation wasn't much of an issue as you basically undo 2 bolts, disconnect
the connector and then disconnect the bolt on another large gauge wire. There are several
videos on youtube that can walk you through it. In the end it changed it in place without removal
of anything else. It's tight but you can do it. One thing is when it first arrived the plastic
connector was broken but I was able to get a replacement from the seller no problem. That's the
only weak point on the item so be mindful. Once it's in there's no more issue. I ordered this and
received it the next day around 10pm. Installed it the following day in the garage and the car
started without issue. It is a little bit maybe half cm longer than the original, but fits nonetheless
and the mounting holes line up. Saved a lot of money on repairs. Glad Amazon had this
available for Prime shipping. Report abuse. Finish is good. Good value for money. I ordered it
because it could be delivered fast. It actually came next day. I was very pleased by how it
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Was very easy to install. As for reliability, only time will tell. So far the car starts beautifully.
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business transaction. Purchase through the net is done electronically which requires a
computer and an internet connection. Orders can be accommodated by answering the on line
information sheets or by calling the telephone lines tied up with the store. The same marketing
skills are needed to ensure successful purchase. Discounts and promos are offered by several
stores to go with flow of competition but beware of unbelievably low prices. Of course low price
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